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Achievement Results
for Second and Third Graders

Using the Standards-Based
Curriculum Everyday Mathematics
Karen C. Fuson, William M. Carroll, and Jane V. Drueck
Northwestern University

Students using Everyday Mathematics (EM), developed to incorporate ideas from the NCTM
Standards, were at normative U.S. levels on multidigit addition and subtraction symbolic
computation on traditional, reform-based, and EM-specific test items. Heterogeneous EM 2nd

graders scored higher than middle- to upper-middle-class U.S. traditional students on 2 number

sense items, matched them on others, and were equivalent to a middle-class Japanese group.
On a computation test, the EM 2nd graders outperformed the U.S. traditional students on 3 items

involving 3-digit numbers and were outperformed on the 6 most difficult test items by the

Japanese children. EM 3rd graders outscored traditional U.S. students on place value and
numeration, reasoning, geometry, data, and number-story items.

Key Words: Achievement; Arithmetic; Curriculum; Early childhood, K-4; Longitudinal studies;

Problem solving; Reform in mathematics education

The mathematics education community, stimulated by new economic and te

nological contexts and by research on students' mathematical thinking, has ca

for substantial changes in the nature of elementary school mathematics classro
instruction (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 1989, 199

1995). In contrast to traditional textbook instruction focused primarily on ro
learning and practice of skills, instruction is envisioned through which stude
construct meaning for the mathematical concepts and procedures they are inv

tigating and engage in meaningful problem-solving activities (e.g., Cobb

Bauersfeld, 1995; Hiebert et al., 1996; Lampert, 1991). This student constructi

of mathematical knowledge is facilitated by teachers who elicit, support, an
extend children's mathematical thinking (Fraivillig, Murphy, & Fuson, 1999
promote discussions (e.g., Schifter & O'Brien, 1997); use meaningful represent
tions of mathematical concepts (Fuson, Smith, & Lo Cicero, 1997; Fuson, Wear
et al., 1997); and encourage use of alternative solution methods (Carpenter &

Fennema, 1991; Hiebert & Carpenter, 1992). However, results from the recent Th

International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) indicate that the U

curriculum continues to be an "underachieving curriculum" compared to the m
The research reported in this article was supported by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) under Grant ESI9252984. The opinions expressed in this article are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the view of NSF.
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ematics curricula in higher achieving nations and that in

is still more likely to focus on practice of skills than
et al., 1989; Peak, 1996; Stigler, 1997).

A number of U.S. researchers investigating the progre

meaning-based instruction have reported positive effect

and achievement (Carpenter, Franke, Jacobs, Fennem
Wood, Yackel, & Perlwitz, 1992; Fuson, Smith, & Lo C

et al., 1997). For example, when compared with stude

based classes, students in Cobb et al.'s Problem-Cent
scored significantly higher on measures of conceptual
standardized tests (Wood & Sellers, 1997). These stud

as a more purposeful and understandable activity than d

approaches. Carpenter, Fennema, and colleagues have

Cognitively Guided Instruction in problem solving an

(Carpenter et al., 1998). Others have reported strong g
understanding and use of calculation methods when st
in activities that make mathematics meaningful (Fuso
Fuson, Wearne, et al., 1997; Hiebert & Wearne, 1993

With support from the National Science Foundation an

of mathematics educators have developed elementary
attempt to incorporate this research on learning an

curriculum. Although these new curricula differ in d
were developed to incorporate the ideas of the NCTM

1995). One of these curricula in wide use around the c

Chicago School Mathematics Project's elementar

Mathematics (EM). The design of this curriculum gene

theories of learning (Steffe & Cobb, 1988; Steffe

frequently working in small groups or pairs, actively

Lessons are designed so that students build upon their

edge by making connections to everyday experien

thinking during problem solving and discussions, te
manipulatives such as pattern blocks or the hundreds

frequently generating and solving story problems, stud

standing of number and operations. With respect to com

paper-and-pencil and mental activities are designed to

conceptual understandings of the operations, and the st

are omitted from the curriculum (in accordance with

encouraged to invent and discuss their own solution

mathematics education and cognitive science regarding t

tual structures and solution methods has also guided t
curriculum (e.g., see the literature reviewed in Fuson
Along with an emphasis on active learning and con
guiding principle in the development of EM is that d
elementary curricula have seriously underestimated
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(Bell, 1974; Bell & Bell, 1988). The EM curriculum was based on the be

children can learn far more mathematics, with deeper understanding, tha

expected in more traditional programs. Along with whole number con

operations, topics that are usually delayed until the upper elementary g
as uses of negative numbers, functions, fractions, mental computation,

etry-are explored beginning in kindergarten. Calculators, rulers, and ot

ematical tools are used throughout the curriculum. Because of the bread

mathematics covered, developers have taken a spiral approach throug

ideas are continuously reviewed and are practiced frequently in differen

and with increasing complexity. For example, kindergartners and first gra

tigate the properties of polygons using geoboards or shapes construc

plastic straws, and fourth graders make compass and straight-edge con

and investigate relationships among geometric properties. Games are f

used to review and practice skills as well as to introduce new concepts.
Although the EM curriculum was extensively field tested and informa

classroom observation, teacher feedback, and student tests was incorpo
the revisions (Hedges & Stodolsky, 1987), no study had followed stud

multiple years. In conjunction with their funding of development of t

curriculum, the National Science Foundation funded such a longitudina
students in the EM curriculum by an outside investigator familiar with th

ular approach (the first author of this study). During the 1994-1995 sc

first graders (n = 496) in six school districts using the EM curriculum w

and interviewed (Drueck, Fuson, & Carroll, 1999). On a broad range of
the performance of EM students exceeded that of U.S. students receiving

instruction and matched or exceeded performance of one or both of the E

(Taiwanese and Japanese) samples on many of the questions (comparison
were from Stigler, Lee, & Stevenson, 1990).

In the two studies reported here, these same students are followed in se

third grades. Because whole districts often opt for the adoption of a new c

it was difficult to match EM schools to comparable schools for a 5-yea
dinal study. Therefore, existing studies in relevant areas of mathema

chosen to provide comparisons. For example, during the first year of the st

from Stigler et al.'s cross-national study (1990) were used (Drueck et
A similar design was used in the two studies here (i.e., items were select

they are considered important in new mathematics curricula, they were t

tests like the National Assessment of Educational Progress [NAEP] that ref

consensus about the type of mathematics that students should know, or
chosen from cross-national comparisons).

In Study 1 we followed the progress of EM second graders on d

concepts related to whole numbers and to multidigit computation. For c

assessment items were drawn from a study of U.S. and Japanese secon

(Okamoto, Miura, & Tajika, 1995; Okamoto, Miura, Tajika, & Takeu

In Okamoto et al.'s study, two subtests were constructed, one to assess num

and the other to assess mathematics achievement, chiefly in computat
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the "invented algorithm" approach taken by EM, st

these areas was of interest. The cross-national natur

also provided a follow-up to the cross-national aspec

In Study 2 we followed the progress of EM third gr

and uses of whole number concepts and computation
matical topics, such as geometry and measurement.

as well as test data from Wood and Cobb (1989) pr

EM students to other U.S. students in several mathem

longitudinal sample was not a random sample as w
sample was selected to represent students and schoo
grounds. Items from the Wood and Cobb Cognitiv
Mathematics Test were selected because this test w

tual understanding. It was developed as part of a mean
the Problem-Centered Mathematics Project, and thus

mance valued in those project classes. Assessments

included additional items, including some performanc

sent other aspects of the EM curriculum.

Formal and informal interactions with the Grade 2 an

in the study, their principals, and school or district m

cated that all teachers in each grade used the E

curriculum-with the exception of one teacher who a
book. Data of students from this teacher were inc

supplement any given curriculum, and these data wo
direction of the results. In these and all interaction

outside researchers examining strengths and weak

representatives for the curriculum itself. Determinin

curriculum is a complex issue and would have requir
observation and teacher interviews than were allowed

able to make only one videotaped classroom observa

post-observation interview for each teacher. Observ
ones of central importance for the grade level and to

tices (such as discussing children's solution method

randomly assigned to be observed while they taugh
word-problem solving and multidigit addition and s
six lessons on addition, subtraction, multiplication
Grade 3.

The whole-class portions of the classroom observations were coded on a scale
of meaning-based classroom practices constructed in consultation with prominent
researchers. The most striking strengths identified were the degree to which children were engaged in the learning process and the extent to which teachers established a safe environment in which students could explore and discuss their math-

ematical thinking (Mills, 1996; Mills, Wolfe, & Brown, 1997). Almost all teachers
established classrooms that appeared to have safe and supportive climates. Most
children were actively engaged in the learning process and appeared to enjoy
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learning mathematics. In most classrooms, at least a few children made

tions to the class on their own initiatives. These aspects all relate to rec

concerning aspects of classroom practices that support learning. Stip
(1998) reported that children who enjoyed mathematics learned more t
who did not and that students of teachers who supported learning and
encouraged autonomy showed more gains in conceptual understanding
dren whose teachers did not engage in these practices.
Additional informal evidence validating the above characteristics in E
rooms came from extensive conversations with several Grade 3 teach
reported conversations among Grade 3 teachers in their buildings con
differences they all noticed in children who had used EM in Grades 1 an

found that children entered their classes liking mathematics more than in

years (e.g., "The EM children really look forward to math class"). The ch

expected teachers to ask them how they solved a problem, not just to re

answers ("If we don't ask how children solved a problem, they'll just volun

method").
STUDY 1
Method

Participants
At the end of the school year, 392 second graders in 22 classes were tested. Of

these students, 343 students had been in the original first-grade longitudinal
sample. Because we were evaluating the longitudinal effect of the EM curriculum,
only the scores of these original 343 students are discussed in this analysis. The
11 schools included urban, suburban, and rural or small-town schools, and the
student populations ranged from low-income to affluent. Two classes were Spanish-

speaking bilingual classes.
Test, Items, and Procedure

Whole-class tests were administered by a researcher from the Northwestern
University Longitudinal Study in April or May of second grade. Each question on
the 45-item test was read aloud while students followed along in their test books.
Questions were read twice and repeated as necessary, and students were allowed
sufficient time to complete each item. Test administration took approximately 60

minutes.

For comparative purposes, a subset of the questions was taken from the Okamoto

et al. study (Okamoto, Miura, & Tajika, 1995; Okamoto, Miura, Tajika, & Takeuchi,
1995); 10 items were taken from their number-sense subtest and 14 from their math-

ematics-achievement subtest. These questions were presented in the same order as

in the original study as part of our class test. Okamoto et al.'s study included 29
U.S. second graders attending a middle- to upper-middle-class school in the San
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Francisco area and 33 Japanese second-grade stu

public school in Tokyo. Because the questions wer

schools, the test was considered to be "curriculum

covered only a portion of the mathematics in th

etry or data items were included), all were on topic

grade EM curriculum. One caveat is that although s

this topic had not been given much emphasis in
students were more likely to have carried out c

problem or as part of a larger activity. Furthermo

middle class to upper-middle class whereas the
neous. Although these differences somewhat co
both were biased against EM. Because X2 tests wer
a more conservative .01 level of significance (inst
Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the results on the number-sense test for U.S. and Japanese students

in Okamoto et al.'s study and for EM students in this study. EM students scored
significantly better than the U.S. traditional students on two items and lower than
both the U.S. and Japanese students on one item. No other differences were signif-

icant. EM students were outscored on the question "How many numbers are there

between 6 and 2?" However, the question is somewhat ambiguous; EM students
perhaps interpreted it as "How many steps are there between 2 and 6?" or "What
is the difference between 6 and 2?" An error analysis showed that 51% of EM

Table 1

Grade 2: Percentages Correct on Number-Sense Test
Okamoto et al. samplesa

EM U.S. Japanese

Item n = 343 n = 29 n = 30

1. Which number is closer to 28: 31 or 22? 88 69* 87

2. How many numbers are between 2 and 6? 35 66* 60*
3. What number comes 4 numbers before 60? 72 66 93

4. What is the smallest 2-digit number? 62 79 47

5. What number comes 10 after 99? 64 59 43
6. What number comes 9 after 999? 41 14* 27
7. Which difference is bigger: between 6 and 2
or between 8 and 5? 46 62 47
8. Which difference is smaller: between 99 and 92
or between 25 and 11? 48 55 40

9. What is the smallest 5-digit number? 43 28 27
10. How much is 301 take away 7? 39 17 33
Mean

54

52

50

aThese
samples
are
f
upper-middle
class
an

"*On

the

chi-square
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students gave the answerfour, indicating that they had interpreted the qu

one of these ways. The only other question answered correctly by fewe

of the EM students was "How much is 301 - 7?" However, this percenta

was higher than for either the U.S. comparison or Japanese students. R

the mathematics-achievement test showed a pattern different from the nu

results, with the Japanese students scoring near ceiling on most items a

students scoring between the Japanese and the U.S. comparison stude

Table 2). The Japanese students scored significantly higher than the EM

on the six most advanced items. EM students scored significantly highe

traditional U.S. students on six problems (four if problems la, ib, and Ic ar

as a single problem); these six items involved knowledge of patterns, ad
subtraction of tens.

Table 2

Grade 2: Percentages Correct on Mathematics Achievement Test

Okamoto et al. samplesa
Item

1.

Fill

_,

n

in

=

343

the

630,

EM U.S. Japanese
n

=

29

missing

640,

650,

n

=

30

numbers:

,

_,

680

la.
620
95
59*
100
lb.
660
96
55*
100
ic.
670
94
55*
100
2.
67+5
87
66*
96
3.
80-7
67
76
96*
4.
600+
100
94
35*
92
5.
110-40
50
21*
84*
6.
2x3
78
79
100
7.
4x1
78
76
100
8.
6x4
53
52
92*
9.
1
x
5
77
72
100
10.
296+604
54
69
88*
11.
536-127
26
41
88*

12.

How

30

long

feet

]

is

the

feet

24

sh

fe

84
feet
24
10
56*
Mean
70
55
92

aU.S.
"*On

and
the

Results
three
even

Japanes

chi-squar

on

oth

fourths

when

of

o

plac

the
students
advanced
for
s
second
grader
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Table 3

Grade 2: Percentages Correct on Additional Items From EM Test
EM

Question

n

=

343

Place value

1. Write the numberfive thousand four. 76
2. Write the number three hundred twenty-six. 85
3. Write the number that is 10 more than 57. 85
4. Write the number that is 100 less than 465. 71

5. Write the number that has 6 tens, 3 ones, 5 hundreds. 66
6. Write the number that has 7 thousands, 8 tens, 5 ten thousands, 1 one,
0
hundreds.
38
7. What is the number that is the same as ten tens? 62

8. Complete the number grid:
"Here is a piece of the hundreds grid.
Fill in the missing numbers on the grid."
84

Computation
9. 36 + 47 (vertical format, no context) 65
10. 72 - 26 (vertical format, no context) 38
11. At the water park, the Loop Slide is 65 feet high. The

28 feet high. How much shorter is the Tower Slide? 30

12. Jim had 63 crayons. He put 10 in each box.

a. How many boxes did he fill? 56
b. How many crayons were left over? 65

13. There are 264 children at school. How many teams of 1

make with
Fractions
14. Circle 1/4 of the dots.

these

264

*...

15. Draw a circle around one half of the stars.
***

children?

29

23

**

65

Because

Ok

those
in
th
tion
items
w
on
a
standa
1992).
The
E
vs.
50%)
and
EM
first
gr
one
half.
T
correctly
a
students
in
proportion
65%),
appro
et
al.,
1990)
The
streng
Compared
t
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curriculum was allotted to discussion of students' strategies, such as
counting strategies. These ideas and skills also were reinforced and p
through counting exercises (e.g., "Write 10 more than 43") and regula

involving computation and number comparisons on number lines and num

EM students also explored fractions in everyday situations from kin
onward. In contrast, the EM curriculum had fewer examples of vertic
free symbolic computations, items on which the EM students did not
traditional U.S. samples.
STUDY 2

Comparison computation problems in Study 1 were largely symbolic
the comparison items were originally presented in that way. However, c
tion in the EM curriculum is usually embedded in a context such as a story

or a larger problem-solving activity, so the Grade 2 symbolic items did not

a complete picture of the computational abilities of EM students. Study 2
both symbolic and contextualized computation problems as well as ques
geometry, data, and reasoning. Third-grade items from the fourth NAEP
& Silver, 1989; Kouba, Carpenter, & Swafford, 1989; Lindquist & Kouba
1989b) and from a cognitively based test for Grade 3 (Wood & Cobb, 198

used for comparative purposes. Because of the nature of the tests and their c

tion by experts in the field, they provided items considered to be impor
in new and in traditional U.S. mathematics curricula.

Method

Participants
A whole-class test was administered to 620 third graders in 29 classes. These were

in the same districts described in Study 1, with additional students and classes due
to the mixing of classes and the influx of students new to the schools. Of this group,

236 were part of the original first-grade sample, and their scores are the focus of
this study.

Test, Items, and Procedure
Whole-class tests were administered during the month of May by a researcher
from the Northwestern University Longitudinal Study staff. Each test consisted of
33 questions and took approximately 50 minutes to administer. The first questions,

taken from the Wood and Cobb test (1989), were administered orally, as they had
been on the original test; on the remaining items, students worked independently,
although, upon request, questions were read to an individual. Four forms of the test

were constructed to increase the number of questions without increasing the test
time, and two forms were used in each class. All students answered four of the items,

and the remaining questions were each answered by about half the EM students.
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Testing was planned so that each question was gi
range of achievement levels and SES background

Of the total 64 questions, 22 were taken from th

of comparison. Nine were taken from a third-gra

test (Wood & Cobb, 1989) given at the same time

for the Wood and Cobb sample are for traditiona

combined, as reported by Wood and Cobb. Additi

to the second-grade tests or were taken from t

Several performance-based items reflective of th

drawing or measuring a line segment of a given l

The 22 NAEP questions were divided into two su

Concepts and Computation subtest and a Geomet
Each of these subtests contained 11 questions. Th
the same format as on the NAEP, either multip
square tests were used to compare performance o
(1989) items. Because of the number of tests, the

significance was used (instead of .05), X2(1) 2 6.6
of the 18,033 students were tested on each NAEP

sample was assumed to be 1,800 on each question

Results and Discussion

Number and Computation
As shown in Table 4, the EM third graders scored higher overall than did third
graders in the NAEP comparison group on the Number and Computation test (mean

65% vs. 52%). The difference between groups was significant on six of the items,
in each case favoring the EM students (by a mean percentage of 25%). EM students

outscored the NAEP group on the two questions that involved place-value knowledge (e.g., "What number is 100 more than 498?"), on all three story problems, and

on Item 8, which assessed understanding of the connection between addition and
subtraction. Thus, EM students did better on problems that were more conceptual
or that involved a context.

On eight of the nine items, EM students scored significantly higher than the Wood

and Cobb (1989) students (an economically heterogeneous sample comprised of
some students receiving a traditional approach and some students receiving the
Wood and Cobb meaning-based approach) (see Table 5). The EM students scored
about 20% higher on each of the six number stories (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division story problems), on a numerical problem with an unknown
factor (3 * = 27), and on the unknown-added problem in the context of baseten blocks.

To assess progress of EM students in computation, we repeated three symbolic
computation questions from the second-grade test (Study 1) on the third-grade test

and gave a comparable 2-digit subtraction problem (54 - 37). As the results in Table
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Table 4

EM Grade 3 and NAEP Grade 4: Percentages Correct on
NAEP Number and Computation Items
EM NAEP
Grade 3 Grade 4

Question n = 107 to 119a n = 1,800b
Place value

1. What digit is in the thousands place in the
number 43,486?

67*

45

2. What number is 100 more than 498? 80* 43

Symbolic computation (Vertical form except
Question 8, which was horizontal)
3.57+35
79
84
4. 49 + 56 + 62 + 88 60 48
5.
54-37
72
70
6.
504-306
38
45
7.
242178
62
50

8.

If

49

+

83

=

true? (132 - 49 = 83 is the answer) 56* 29

132,

Computation in number stories
9. Robert spends 94 cents. How much change

should he get back from $1.00? 85* 68

10. Chris buys a pencil for 35 cents and a soda for 59 cents.

How much change does she get back from $1.00? 59* 29

11. At the store, a package of screws costs 30 cents, a role
of tape costs 35 cents, and a box of nails costs 20 cents.

What is the cost of a roll of tape and a package of screws? 77* 58

Mean

65

52

aFrom
a
total
samples
are
av
NAEP.
Only
1
tests,
the
NAE
*On
the
chi-sq

6

indicate,

Along

of

E

with

"subtract

31%
for
students

th
in

Geometry,
The

EM

stu

geometry
7).

it

Differen

of
a
rectan
understandi
third

on

grader
three
of
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Table 5

Grade 3: Percentages Correct on Items From Wood and Cobb Test
Wood &
Cobb

EM

Question n = 107 to 119a n = 191
Number stories

1. Paul planted 46 tulips. His dog dug up some of them.
Now there are 27 tulips left. How many tulips did

Paul's

dog

dig

up?

68*

49

2. Sue had some crayons. Then her m
14 more crayons. Now Sue has 33 c

crayons did Sue have in the beginning? 76* 50

3. Ann and Stacy picked 31 roses altogether. Ann picked

17 roses. How many roses did Stacy pick? 79* 52

4. Mary, Sue, and Ann sold 12 boxes of candy each. How

many boxes of candy did they sell in all? 74* 49

5. There were 48 birds in a tree. Then, 14 flew away and

8 more arrived. How many birds are in the tree? 70* 51

6. In school, 24 children play soccer. Each soccer team

has 6 players. How many teams are there? 88* 60

Place value and conceptual addition/subtraction
1. There are 12 cubes hidden in the box. How many cubes
are there altogether? (Drawing shows 4 ten-longs,

7 unit-cubes [base-10 blocks], and a box.) 77 67

2. Some cubes are hidden in the box. There are 57 cubes

altogether. How many cubes are hidden? (Drawing shows

2 ten-longs, 2 unit-cubes [base-10 blocks], and a box.) 73* 50

Multiplication and division computation
1.

3*

=27

aBecause

sample

authors.

80*

59

different

of

236

fo

across

*On
the
chi-square
t
sample
with
p
<
.01.

Table 6

Second- and Third-Grade EM: Percentages Correct on
Longitudinal Symbolic Computation

Question
80-

End of second grade End of third grade
n = 343 n = 236
7

67

82

110-40
50
80
296+604
54
78
72-26
38
5437
72
Note.

Compa

shown

7

(56
rectangl

of

the

sev
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vs. 45% of the seventh graders). EM students scored a mean of 23% highe
three significant data and graphing items.

Table 7
EM Grade 3 and NAEP Grade 4:

Percentages Correct on Geometry, Data, and Reasoning Items
EM NAEP
Grade 3 Grade 4

Question n = 107a n = 1,800b
Geometry
1. What is the area of this rectangle?

a. 6-by-5 rectangle with square units shown 56* 20
b. With length and width shown (6 by 5) 19* 5

2. What is the perimeter of this rectangle?

a. What is the distance around a 4-by-7 rectangle? 23* 15
b. With length and width shown (4 by 7) 67* 17

Data and graphing
3. Using a graph

a. Reading bar graph 80 67
b. Comparing information from bar graph 54* 29
c. Combining information from bar graph 46 44

4. Using a table

a. Reading a table 87* 70
b. Comparing information in a table 60* 34
c. Combining information in a table 63 58

Reasoning

5. Four cars wait in a single line at a traffic light. The red

car is first in line. The blue car is next to the red. The

green car is between the white car and the blue car.
Which car is at the end of the line? 64* 29
Subtest

mean

56

35

aBecause
different
forms
o
on
different
items
(EM
n

the
fourth
NAEP.
Only
1
sample
of
1,800
was
assum
*On
the
chi-square
test,

Although
the

these

geometry

perimeter

of

a

prob

and

da

rectan

program
on
problem
be
effective
in
redu

curricula-that
even
w
these
algorithms
in

The

high

scores
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emphasis
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distance around) that involve area and perimeter, th
confuse the two concepts.
SUMMARY

Various efforts are underway nationally to improve the mathematics achiev

of U.S. students. The approach taken in the University of Chicago

Mathematics Project and similar meaning-based projects and curricula is an at

to replace the "underachieving curriculum" (McKnight et al., 1989) with a
ambitious and meaningful mathematics program grounded in solving prob
contexts (rather than mostly symbolic problems), using manipulatives and

facilitate children's thinking, and fostering children's mathematical think

teachers. Whereas traditional U.S. primary programs have focused on pra
facts and of whole number algorithms, the EM curriculum and other re
programs also include a wider range of mathematical topics as envisioned
NCTM Standards (1989).

Results from the two studies here show positive results for this approa

students at Grades 2 and 3 were at normative U.S. levels on multidigit additio

subtraction symbolic computation. On a test of number sense, the heterog

EM Grade 2 students scored higher than middle-class to upper-middle-cla
traditional-textbook students on two items and matched them on the remaining

and their scores were equivalent to those of middle-class Japanese studen

computation test, the Grade 2 EM students outperformed the same U.S. stude

three items involving 3-digit numbers. They were, however, outperformed

six most difficult test items by the Japanese children. Compared to other he

neous groups of U.S. students using traditional approaches, EM Grade 3 st

scored higher on items assessing knowledge of place value and nume

reasoning, geometry, data, and solving number stories. EM third grader

showed performance equivalent to or stronger than NAEP seventh graders on

questions in these areas. Given the generally poor performance of U.S. stud

geometry and measurement, such as on the recent TIMSS and sixth NAEP (

& Silver, 1997), these results show the improvements in both understand

achievement that can be attained with a more ambitious elementary curric

Stipek et al. (1998) found that teachers' practices promoted by motiva

researchers and mathematics education reformers (focusing on learning and e

and encouraging autonomy) enhanced students' conceptual understanding.

related this finding to experimental motivation studies in which focusing su

attention on mastery (as opposed to performance) contributed to "deep" as

to "shallow" processing. Performance on some of the tasks on which EM s
outperformed other students provides indirect support for the interpretation

students were approaching tasks in a deeper, more engaged way. For exam
reasoning task (Table 7, Item 5) on which the Grade 3 EM students outperf
NAEP Grade 7 students (64% to 45%) is simple if students draw a picture, a

form of engagement with the problem. Similarly, number stories are mor
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sible if students try to understand the underlying situation instead of fo

key words or on the sizes of numbers (shallow strategies frequently
students using traditional textbooks).
Children's opportunity to learn was an important issue in interpreting

of this study. However, several other issues relate to opportunity to learn

opers recommend 60 minutes of class time a day, and schools in the study

scheduling that much time for math--exceeding the more common 45-m
ematics period. However, this greater time for learning was accompan

other important changes: the inclusion of more ambitious topics and

of learning in the new ways discussed in this report. Topics generally u

sented or delayed in traditional curricula, such as geometry, fractions, an

were explored at all grades in the EM curriculum. To assist students, m
ical ideas were often presented in real-life contexts and in problem-sol
ities. Alternative solution methods were to be elicited and discussed.

greater opportunity to learn, in terms of both total time and the inclusi

ambitious topics, was accompanied by activities that made the mathem
ingful to the students.

Some caveats are also important in interpreting these results. First,
claim or show that Everyday Mathematics is the only or the best of

curricula approaches. We suggest only that children learning fro
curriculum can learn more than children learning from teachers using a

curriculum. Second, we are not arguing for the inclusion of any particu

any grade. We are concluding only that U.S. children can learn more
topics not ordinarily covered in traditional textbooks.

Third, we are not saying that the EM teachers were exemplary teachers
that their classrooms showed certain characteristics described above. I

classroom coding indicated some areas of relative weakness. Almost all

discourse was teacher-to-student instead of student-to-student; the m
student responses were brief; descriptions and discussion of solution

were largely superficial; and few teachers extended student thinking (s
et al., 1999; Mills, 1996; Mills et al., 1997, for more details).

Fourth, although EM student computation was at normative levels (i

as good as performance of students using traditional textbooks), this nor

was not as high as the level in East Asian countries and not as high as
wish (e.g., at Grade 2, only 38% correct on 2-digit subtraction with r
EM did not "fix" this national computation problem as well as it "fixe
in other areas. The reasons for this finding are complex and cannot be
briefly (see Mills & Fuson, 1998, for a discussion and more data).

Fifth, and related to all the above, is the issue of breadth versus depth in

covered in a given year. This issue is one that needs to be addressed
research and in discussion within the research community. EM develo
erately chose a spiral approach in which topics were repeated within a

across years. Many teachers reported difficulty with this approach becau

not know when to seek mastery of a particular topic by all children. Fur
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in the first three grades, the one or two teachers i

depth discussion of student thinking articulated th

consisting of a progression or range of solution m
helped all children move (what Simon, 1995, called

did not view the curriculum as being composed just of

These teachers looked for ways to help children m
rather than just in the EM lessons focused on these

able stopping on a given day to follow up on studen

that they felt considerable pressure to "cover" or "ge

because there were so many lessons; in fact, no tea

year. Thus, there is conflict resulting from at the sa

curriculum that includes more advanced new topi

allowing time for children to discuss their thinking. T
ined in future research.

One alternative that might be explored in such resea
the Children's Math Worlds project: Concentrate on
goals that are connected to the usual grade-level g

topics such as fractions. Teachers can help urban child

if the teachers are supported by a curriculum that ha

more in line with East Asian curricula (e.g., 2-digit
Grade 1) and enables teachers to support children th
of single-digit (Fuson, Perry, & Ron, 1998) and mu
1998). In this project, urban children from poverty
children from an economic range of backgrounds a
children in their performance and conceptual under
Smith, & Lo Cicero, 1997).

The reform movement is under attack nationally
matics" and as failing to support traditional gradeOur results from the most widely used elementary r
of the research) do not support such critics. On tradi
digit addition and subtraction, EM students perfor
traditional approaches. On a wide range of other ma

demanding tasks, EM students outperformed other gr

an existence proof that U.S. students can perform con

narily do when learning from traditional approaches

support such learning through use of a carefully de
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